REDUCE COST WITH
INNOVATION FROM
GETTHERE!
GETTHERE VIRTUAL PAYMENTS PROCESSING
Managing a direct bill program can be very costly. Historically, resources
are dedicated to manage the hotel payment process, including sending
faxes and reconciling those charges post travel. Changes and cancellations
are unavoidable which creates a real security issue when your ghost card
is circulated electronically through hotel reservation systems and stored by
canceled hotels.
Using GetThere® Virtual Payments Processing, you will reduce your costs
by automating virtual card fulfillment in hotel reservations booked with
GetThere, and leverage Conferma’s best in class reconciliation tool to
quickly match the booked hotel data with the actual hotel charges

HOW IT WORKS
GetThere Virtual Payments Processing is the industry’s leading solution for
automating your hotel direct bill program within your online booking tool.
For new bookings, GetThere will source the one time use virtual card from
your master banking agreement and utilize the card number to not only
sell the GDS hotel segment, but to send the secure payment information

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOU
REDUCE THE NEED FOR INTERVENTION
when processing direct bill hotel transactions.
PROVIDE A SAFE AND SECURE PAYMENT
OPTION for travelers who do not have a
company credit card.
FACILITATE YOUR HOTEL DIRECT BILL
TRANSACTIONS in GetThere which fully
automates the hotel payment process by
sourcing the one-time use card, selling the
hotel segment in your preferred GDS with
the virtual card, and automatically faxing the
secure payment to the hotel.
MINIMIZE POST TRAVEL RECONCILIATION
SUPPORT and intervention with Conferma’s
best-in-class reconciliation process which
boasts a 98% match for all transactions.

to the hotel via a secure, PCI compliant, fax.
When changes are made online, GetThere will automatically increase or
reduce the funds associated to the hotel booking based on the charges
needed. If the original hotel reservation is canceled, and a new reservation
is made, GetThere voids the original card, and secures a new card,
ensuring that the credit is assigned to the correct hotel.
If the traveler opts to cancel the reservation online, GetThere will void the
virtual card, returning the funds to the bank to be re-used.
All of this is fully automated, works on both the desktop and mobile
version of GetThere, and requires no intervention from your travel agency.

HOW WILL YOU STAND OUT
PROVIDE YOUR TRAVELERS WHO DON’T
HAVE A CORPORATE CARD, a secure
and easy way to process their direct bill
transactions.
ALLOWS TRAVELERS TO COMPLETE A
DIRECT BILL TRANSACTION ONLINE, and
provides payment instructions to the hotel
immediately at time of booking, allowing
for last minute travel reservations to occur
without the need for agent intervention.
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